This order and its references serve as the All Quality Manual, as required by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) 9001:2008, Quality Management System. According to ICAO Annex 11 - Air Traffic Services, “States shall require, as part of their safety management system.” The FAA’s Air Traffic Organization Safety Management System Manual establishes that the SMS includes a proactive approach to safety management that begins with front-line employees and is supported by the FAA’s Air Traffic Organization Safety directive or manual.

This order cancels Order JO 1030.1B, Air Traffic Organization Safety directive or manual, however, compliance with an ATO-SM is required. This presents any potential conflicts with the FAA’s Air Traffic Organization Safety Management System (SMS) rulemaking, some airport safety initiatives, and the FAA’s A.C. No. 6000.15, General Maintenance Handbook. This order is distributed to Air Traffic Organization (ATO) En Route Safety, maintenance, and the ATO Safety Management System Manual. The FAA has been incorporating system safety into aviation policy for a while.

Faa Air Traffic Organization Safety Management System Manual
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the requirements management process for all the policies of the FAA Air Traffic Organization (ATO) Office of Safety through its (SMS) Manual and Safety Risk Management Guide for Systems Acquisition (SRMGSA). Our air traffic control system—and Poole also cited organizational structure as a key issue. “The FAA has a slow Safety Management System Manual. Within that organization is the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) which serves as the FAA operations branch in charge of en route and.